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THE CHIEFS WAY 
ACADEMY CURRICULUM 

 
Chiefs FC Academy Coaches will follow a set curriculum throughout each season. This ensures a high 
level of quality instruction and consistency throughout the program. 
 
All Chiefs FC Academy locations follow the same 6 week blocks 
 
Sessions (A) to be on Monday and Tuesday  
Sessions (B) to be on Wednesday and Thursday 
 
 

TECHNICAL SESSION TOPICS 
 
The Focus of the first block of practices is Technical skills and ball mastery. Chiefs FC Coaches will focus 
on individual skills and principles of the game. 
 
Week 1 Dribbling 
 
A). Dribbling moves.  
Cuts, body swerves, scissors etc 
1v1, 2v1, 2v2 activities. 
Focus on - dribbling technique, change of speed, change of direction, encourage creativity. 
 
B). Dribbling turns. 
cryuff, pull back, step over, etc, 
1v1, 2v1, 2v2 activities. 
Focus on - dribbling technique, protecting / shielding the ball 
 
Week 2 Passing & Combinations 
 
A). Pass and move. 
Incorporate basic movement and passing combinations (wall pass, take overs) 
Focus on timing, weight 
 
B). 2v1 passing progression.  
Sideways runs, “peeling” and open body position 
Incorporate movement and passing combinations (overlaps) 
Focus on - visual cues for the passer, pass to open player or pass to space. 
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Week 3 Control & getting open 
 
A). Receiving & control.  
Used multiple surfaces of the body to control the all (foot, thigh, chest) 
Incorporate movement when receiving and basic passing technique (inside of foot) 
Focus on - trapping with inside of back foot and open body position. 
 
B). Angles and support play, for receiving a pass. 
Incorporate movement when receiving and basic passing technique (inside of foot) 
Focus on - peeling off the defender, (moving east or west towards side line) 
 
 
Week 4 Shooting 
 
A). Shooting Techniques. 
Power, placement 
1v1+GK, 2v1 +GK, to goal 
Focus on – aiming for big side of goal 
 
B). Crossing and finishing. 
Incorporate timing of runs  
2v2+GK, 3v2+GK to goal 
focus on - pulling ball back and missing first defender 
 
 
Week 5 Defending 
 
A). defensive body shape. 
Jockeying, Delay, Deny, Deflect, Disrupt  
1v1, 2v1, 2v2 activities. 
Focus on - players not diving in, being patient, initial pressure. 
 
B). Defensive tackling technique.  
Block, making body contacting  
1v1, 2v1, 2v2 activities. 
Focus on - players not diving in, being patient, initial pressure, progress to cover, and recovery runs 
 
 
Week 6 Possession & Competition Night 
 
A). Group overload beginners.  
4v1, 3v1 activities, start with shadow defending to allow passing players some success.  
Encourage back foot control and moving the ball away from pressure.  
Progress to goal 
 
B). Tournament. 
Fun group warm up, small sided play, teams have team names. Points scored for every goal team gets, 
small prize for winners 
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CHIEFS FC STANDARD POSITIONS & FORMATIONS 
 

 
 

Position Numbers 

Goal Keeper 1 

Center Defender / Sweeper 4 and 5 

Full Backs; Right and Left 2 and 3 

Defensive Midfield 6 

Attacking Midfield; Right and Left 8 and 10 

Wide Forwards; Right and Left 7 and 11 

Striker 9 

 
Select U13+ teams play a 4-3-3 formation or a variation of that. 
To ensure a smooth transition for Players to move from Academy to Select soccer, Chiefs FC Teams play 
the following formations. 
 

Age Group Format Formations 

U9/U10 7v7 3-2-1 or 2-3-1 

U11/U12 9v9 4-1-3 or 3-1-1-3 

  
 
Chiefs FC Chosen formations ensure the basic principles of play are covered and delivered in a consistent 
manner. 
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POSITIONAL SESSION TOPICS 

 
After 6 weeks, of Technical Focused sessions, Chiefs FC Coaches will include more tactical aspects of the 
game. Each position will be covered during practice sessions. 
 
 
Week 1 Positions 1, 4 & 5 
 
A). Role of the GK. 
Building from the keeper. Working on distribution (rolling, throwing, place at feet and pass out) visual 
cues where to play the ball. 
Focus on - defenders moving to create good angles. 
 
B). Role of the sweeper / Central Defender. 
Playing, the way you face, negative passes to change point of attack. 
Focus on - support play from behind, using the GK 
 
 
Week 2 Positions 2, 3 & 6 
 
A). Roll of the full back. 
Creating width using the defensive line.  
Focus on - players moving before the ball is played. 
 
B). Roll of Defensive midfield. 
Connecting defense with midfield, playing through the lines.  
Focus on - having players find splitting passes. 
  
 
Week 3 Positions 8 & 10  
 
A). Roll of attacking Midfield. 
Side-ways movement, finding pockets of space, open body position.  
Focus on - switching play from right and left defensive positions to opposite attacking mid. 
 
B). Roll of the Wide Forward. 
Creating offensive width, crossing the ball. 
Focus on - making the ball available (pulling it back from end line) & timing of runs from other players 
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Week 4 Position 9 
 
A). Roll of the Striker. 
Holding the ball up, shielding, target play, facing negative, maintaining position high up field. 
Focus on - linking with team mates.  
 
B). A). Shooting Techniques. 
Power, placement 
1v1+GK, 2v1 +GK, to goal 
Focus on – aiming for big side of goal 
 
 
Week 5 Transitional Activities 
 
A). Attack vs Defense – Defending transition. 
Incorporate recovery runs when losing the ball, build from 1v1, 2v2 and 3v3 
Focus on – immediate reaction to losing ball, and covering and supporting team play. 
 
B). Attack vs Defense – Attacking transition. 
Changing side once winning ball, Counter attacking 
Focus on – first pass after winning ball, quick possession away from pressure. 
 
 
Week 6 Possession & Fun 
 
A). Group overload immediate. 
5v2, 4v2 activities, focus on split passes and change of speed ball movement. 
Progress to goal. 
 
B). Competition Night. 
Split from in to teams at the beginning, everything they do in practice is a competition.  
Relays, shooting, juggling, small sided etc 
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CURICULUM CALENDAR* 
TECHNICAL TRAINING DAYS 
POSITIONAL TRAINING DAYS 
MATCH DAYS 

 

 M T W TH S S 

WEEK 1       

WEEK 2       

WEEK 3       

WEEK 4       

WEEK 5       

WEEK 6       

FALL / SPRING BREAK 

WEEK 7       

WEEK 8       

WEEK 9       

WEEK 10       

WEEK 11       

WEEK 12       

 
*Calendar is a guide and subject to change 

 
MULTI TARGETED PRACTICES 

Chiefs FC Practice sessions are designed to hit the four main areas of soccer; Technical, Tactical, Physical 
and Psychological  
Devising practice sessions that incorporate all aspects of the game, optimizes the individual player’s 
development in the sport. 
 
 

PLAYERS ROLE; BECOMING A CHIEF 
 

Players are encouraged to practice soccer away from regular practice sessions and in between season. 
Players are encouraged to watch soccer 
 
Chiefs FC Players Always: 

 Try their best 

 Are Prepared 

 Listen 

 Respect team mates and opposition 

 Encourage others 

 Have Fun 

 Have a positive attitude 
 
 
 


